1940’s Howard Pollet Nokona G51
This is the best Nokona splitfinger model in my
opinion along with the Joe Jackson. The best
Nokonas had the triple stitching around the wrist
opening. This is a big high quality model. The
lining is great. The only flaw is the light name
on the wrist strap………………………...…$125
1940’s Howard Pollet Outward Seams
This is a huge beast of a glove, even bigger than
the other Pollet except this one has the rare
outward seams. It has a faint name on the side
of the thumb as well as mildew stains. It needs a
cleaning. I have one other outward seam
Nokona so this is a dupe otherwise I would keep
it in a heartbeat as these are extremely rare
models. Marked Professional Model……...$150
1940’s Joff Cross Nokona G33
This is the fourth best Nokona splitfinger model in
my opinion behind the Jackson, Pollet and
Higgins. It’s huge and top quality. The lining and
all the leather, interior and exterior, is supple and
perfect. The stampings are a bit light but that’s
the only thing I can note. Great glove.……...$125
1940’s Nokona U.S. Military Model
This is a fat high quality glove. It’s faintly
marked U.S. so it’s pretty generic. The leather is
super thick. The lining feels great. It needs a
cleaning as it has some dark spots, probably
mildew, that would clean up nicely. The
stampings are light............………………....$100
1940’s Tony York Nokona G12
This is a very supple model inside and out. The
lining is great. It is soft and is broken in nicely.
The color is one of the more desirable burgundy
or oxblood colors. This one came with a box
originally but I used my mint York to put with
the box so this is a dupe. The only flaw is two
initials to the right of the tag…………….....$100

1953-57 Carl Erskine Nokona G57
This was Nokona’s very best and most expensive
glove from 1953-57. It’s huge. The lining has a
small hole in the center but feels good up inside.
The top lace is broken but an easy repair. Just
needs to be shined up. This is a nice big
glove..............................................................$100
1940’s Nokona Splitfinger
I think this is a G12 and probably a Tony York
but I can’t tell because the stampings are light.
The lining is smooth and feels great on the hand.
Nice big quality glove but does have some scuffs
on the inside of the web This is one to play
catch with………………………….………...$65
1940’s Pinky Higgins Nokona G47
This is a big glove in great condition. It’s a tank.
The biggest and best splitfinger gloves Nokona
made in my opinion in order are the Joe Jackson,
Howard Pollet, Pinky Higgins and Joff Cross with
Tony York the next in line. This one feels great
with a nice lining but light ink on the back of the
thumb.…….…………..….……………….....$100
1940’s Tony York Nokona G12
This is a great condition Tony York double
tunnel web glove. The exterior leather is supple.
The lining feels great and the stampings are nice
and bolder than the other. It has a red mark
across the tag……..........…………………….$85

1961 Bob “Riverboat” Smith Nokona BSB1
This is a cool-looking model and the only
Nokona with white eyelets up the pinky side.
This one is broken in nicely and feels great to
play catch with. It’s in nice playable condition.
It has a Ristankor Strap. Just shine it up..…. $85

